Professors
Thesis students

Briefings organized by disciplines
• Autumn/Spring
• E.g. Research Groups present themselves

Thesis students

Enrolment and choosing the preliminary topic
• Shared form

Heads of Departments

Appointment of the supervisor

Supervisor + Thesis student

Making agreement on the responsibilities of the student and the supervisor

Thesis student (+supervisor)

Specification and framing of the topic
• Guidelines for writing a thesis
• Discussion with supervisor when needed

Working on the thesis
Familiarizing with the theories and earlier literature, data and methods

Thesis students, supervisor

Presenting Research Plan
• Submitting the plan 7 days earlier
• Seminar, commenting another research plan

Working on the thesis
Writing theoretical part, collecting and analyzing data, making conclusions

Thesis students, supervisor

Seminar
• Submitting the manuscript 7 days earlier
• Seminar, commenting another research report

Working on the thesis
Last revisions

Thesis students, supervisor

Presenting the end report
• Submitting the plan 7 days earlier
• Assessment of the oral presentation skills

Revising the end report to be published in Laturi

Thesis student

Heads of Departments

Appointing reviewers

Thesis student

Submitting the thesis to Laturi
• https://laturi.oulu.fi/

Thesis student

Registration for the maturity test in WebOodi

Reviewers

Assessment proposal

Master’s program director

Approval